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Advanced Folio editing
In this walkthrough you will use advanced
methods  to  expand  the  “Recipes”  Folio
Prerequisites:
• The  “Recipes”  Folio  from  Folio Facts; OR
• Open this Folio document and import it

You will:
• Rename and revise the Chicken Gumbo
recipe
• Tag  the  recipe  as  “Savory”
• Add a new Fact (Prep Time = 1 hour) to
the recipe
• Copy the Tomato Soup recipe and use it
to create a new recipe for Potato Soup

Once you understand the format of Folio documents, you may find it quicker to make extensive
revisions directly to the Folio document rather than through the Folios screen. All of these chores can
be performed directly in the Folio document:
• Add, rename, and edit Passages.
• Add, rename, edit, and delete Tags.
• Add, rename, edit, and delete Facts.
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Open a Folio
document

Click

Folios

Select the Recipes Folio
Select any Passage
Click Edit Content of Passage
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Passage
format rules

Each Passage is preceded by a blue vvv
Each Passage is followed by a blue ^^^
The Passage name (Chicken Gumbo) appears after vvv
The Passage name is followed by parentheses
Tags (Meat) and Facts (Servings=4) appear within the
parentheses, separated by semicolons

f Facts are typed in the format label=fact. For example:
Servings=4
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Follow the rules
to edit all aspects
of a Passage
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Edit the content of the Passage by typing Mmm, delicious!
Edit the name of the Passage by typing Surprize
Add a Tag by typing Savory; (including the semicolon)
Add a Fact by typing ; Prep Time=1 hour (including the
semicolon)
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Don’t  use  these  special  characters  in  Passage  names,  
Tags, or Fact labels: ; = ( )
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Create a new
Passage with
copy/paste

a Select the entire Tomato Soup Passage, making sure to include
the vvv at the beginning and the ^^^ at the end

• Copy

a

b Place the cursor before the Beef Stew Passage,  making  sure  it’s  in  
front of the vvv that begins the Passage

• Paste
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c Revise the copied recipe so it refers to potatoes instead of
tomatoes

d Click Folios to return to the Folios screen
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Save your work

Click Save to save changes to this Folio

The  “Recipes”  Folio  has  been  updated  with  a  new  Tag,  new  Fact,  and  
new Passage
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